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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based measurements allow studying sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF)
at the field scale and can potentially upscale results from ground to airborne/satellite level. The objective of this
paper is to present the FluorSpec system providing SIF measurements at the field level onboard a UAV, and to
evaluate the potential of this system for understanding diurnal SIF patterns for different arable crops. The core
components of FluorSpec are a point spectrometer configured to measure in the O2 absorption bands at subnanometer resolution, bifurcated fibre optics to switch between the downwelling irradiance and upwelling
radiance measurements, and a laser range finder allowing accurate atmospheric correction. The processing chain
is explained and the capability of the novel Spectral Shape Assumption Fraunhofer Line Discrimination (SSAFLD) method to retrieve SIF was tested. To test the reliability of FluorSpec diurnal SIF measurements, nearcanopy diurnal SIF was monitored during the growing season over potato and sugar beet plants with a
ground-based setup. The two crops exhibited a clear diurnal SIF pattern, which positively correlated with the
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). The divergence in diurnal patterns between SIF and PAR indicated
that the crops might be suffering from heat stress. A significant correlation between SIF and the Photosystem II
Quantum Yield was obtained. By mounting the FluorSpec on a UAV, SIF measurements were obtained over the
same crops during a clear day. UAV-based SIF also exhibited a pronounced diurnal pattern similar to the groundbased measurements and it showed clear spatial variation within different crop fields. The obtained results
demonstrate the ability of the FluorSpec system to reliably measure plant fluorescence at ground and field level,
and the possibility of the UAV-based FluorSpec to bridge the scale gap between different levels of SIF
observations.

1. Introduction
The rapid increase in food demand will be one of the greatest chal
lenges in the following decades (Foley et al., 2011). Although over the
past decades, yield levels have improved considerably, the quantity of
photosynthesis places an upper limit to food production (Guanter et al.,
2014). Crop productivity is generally not determined by the potential
activity of the photosynthetic system, but by the actual one since the
photosynthetic activities are affected by many adverse environmental
stress factors, such as lack of water or nutrients. These can weaken the
photosynthetic apparatus, causing a decrease of plant productivity and
overall crop yield (Kalaji et al., 2016, 2017). Light energy absorbed by
leaf chlorophyll may be used for photochemistry, dissipated thermally,
or is reemitted as chlorophyll fluorescence (ChF). Thus, as a by-product

of photosynthesis, ChF has been proven to be a direct proxy for the
instantaneous photosynthetic rate related to vegetation stress conditions
(Smorenburg et al., 2002; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2016).
In the last decade, sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF), which
is produced in natural daylight and can be detected with remote sensing
techniques, has been a research focus to understand vegetation photo
synthesis at a large scale. Maier et al. (2004) showed the potential of SIF
as a new tool for precision farming with remote sensing techniques.
Intensive ground-based studies have shown the potential of SIF as an
indicator of crop photosynthesis (Goulas et al., 2017; Rascher et al.,
2009). Several SIF studies over crop canopies have confirmed a positive
correlation between crop SIF and water stress (Daumard et al., 2010; Xu
et al., 2018). The sensitivity of SIF to vegetation phenology and its
diurnal and seasonal dynamics have also been explored in several
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studies (Cogliati et al., 2015; Daumard et al., 2012; Li et al., 2020;
Meroni et al., 2011; Wyber et al., 2017).
Recently, important improvements in sensor capabilities and further
understanding of the contribution from fluorescence to apparent
reflectance have made it achievable to measure SIF from space, using
platforms/instruments such as the Global Ozone Monitoring Instrument2 (GOME-2) (Joiner et al., 2013), the Greenhouse Gases Observing
Satellite (GOSAT) (Frankenberg et al., 2011), the Orbiting Carbon Ob
servatory (OCO-2) (Frankenberg et al., 2014), and the TROPOspheric
Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) (Guanter et al., 2015). A growing
body of literature has recognized the potential of satellite-based SIF as
an indicator of photosynthetic activities at large scale by monitoring
global SIF patterns and dynamics (Frankenberg et al., 2014). Damm
et al. (2010) showed that including SIF into gross primary productivity
(GPP) modeling improves their results in predicting diurnal courses of
GPP for agricultural fields. Similar conclusions were also found by Guan
et al. (2016), who showed that spaceborne SIF retrievals from GOME-2
can improve the monitoring of crop productivity by including SIF into
GPP models. Furthermore, airborne systems have been developed to
upscale crop SIF from canopy to satellite level. For example, the airborne
system HyPlant is able to map SIF at an intermediate spatial resolution
(e.g., 0.5 m*1m with a flying height of 350 m above ground level (AGL)),
showing that there are large variations in SIF between different vege
tation types (Rascher et al., 2015). Zarco-Tejada et al. (2016) found that,
compared to other selected structural and physiological indices, SIF
quantified from airborne hyperspectral imagery was the most robust
indicator of photosynthesis measured by assimilation rates.
To further explore the potential of SIF in agriculture, especially in
precision agriculture, a fine spatial resolution is playing a key role. For
ground-based set-ups, the distance between measured targets and in
struments ranges from 0.1 m to 10 m above the canopy (Cheng et al.,
2013; Cogliati et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018). Thus, with these set-ups,
the SIF signal of only a few individual plants can be monitored, making
measurements at the field, ecosystem, or global scales infeasible. For
satellite observations, the signals observed are mixed due to the low
spatial resolution (typically between a few up to tens of kilometers),
which is an issue especially for the monitoring of small-scale farmlands.
Although intermediate-scale observations using airborne imaging
spectroscopy are critical to bridge the existing gap between small-scale
field and global observations, the validation of airborne SIF products is
still essential, as multiple factors can influence SIF measurements.
Ground-based SIF observations, such as the FLOX system (FloX, JB
Hyperspectral, Dusseldorf, Germany, PhotoSpec), provide a way to
validate airborne SIF, but it is challenging to compare it with airborne
SIF due to the large difference in their footprints. Additionally, imagery
obtained from airborne sensors can only be evaluated at a limited
number of locations measured by ground-based systems (Tagliabue
et al., 2019).
Therefore, remotely sensed data acquired at the field level are highly
needed to facilitate SIF interpretation in agricultural fields and to bridge
the gap between the proximal level to the airborne level. Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are versatile platforms that have a potential to
acquire SIF at a low flying altitude (from 10 to 120 m). UAVs can also
acquire data at high temporal resolution on specific areas, e.g. diurnal
measurements, and thus support airborne and satellite-based measure
ments through validation and interpretation. Additionally, UAVs can be
more cost-effective at small scale and have great potential for applica
tions in precision agriculture and phenotyping (Camino et al., 2019).
Accurate SIF retrieval requires spectroradiometers with an ultrafine
spectral resolution (less than 1 nm for far-red SIF and less than 0.5 nm
for red SIF) and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Rossini et al., 2016).
Simultaneous acquisitions of sunlight irradiance (downwelling) and
target radiance (upwelling) also play a significant role in the precision of
SIF measurements (MacArthur et al., 2014). Non-imaging spectrometers
with technical advancements, including reduced size, high SNR, high
spectral and temporal resolutions, has encouraged the development of

UAV-based SIF payloads (MacArthur and Robinson, 2015).
So far, few studies have focused on UAV-based SIF with non-imaging
spectrometers. Garzonio et al. (2017) developed the HyUAS equipped
with a non-imaging instrument (USB4000) and a high-resolution RGB
camera, based on a small rotary-wing UAV, to measure reflectance and
SIF. Their study was mainly to test this new development and for pro
vision of a more homogeneous footprint at a given flight height while
flying over different vegetation canopies around solar noon. Piccolo
Doppio, a dual-field-of-view spectrometer system consisting of two
Ocean Insight spectrometers (QE Pro and FLAME) for reflectance and
fluorescence measurements, was introduced by MacArthur et al. (2014)
and was used aboard a DJI Matrice 600 pro UAV using a fly-and-hover
approach (Maseyk et al., 2018) to gain insight into canopy-level
photosynthetic responses to CO2. However, this experiment was per
formed on woodland, not on crops. A case study of alfalfa and grass
canopies was carried out with the AirSIF system, a dual-field-of-view
spectroradiometer system in which sensor etaloning and platform mo
tion correction was introduced to achieve accurate geolocation and
shape reconstruction of the SIF measurements (Bendig et al., 2019).
Aside from these studies, no studies have currently been done towards
the application of this setup to measure SIF in precision agriculture and
the diurnal cycles of SIF over different crop canopies to characterize
variation of photosynthesis-related processes over the day.
This paper presents the FluorSpec system that includes a nonimaging sub-nanometer spectrometer operating across the visible and
near-infrared spectral region. This system can be used both at a fixed
location to acquire ground-based SIF measurements at the canopy level
at high temporal frequency as well as be used as a UAV-based payload to
acquire SIF data at the plot or field level. The main goal of this study is to
evaluate the potential of this UAV-based spectroscopy approach for
understanding crop SIF and photosynthesis in precision agriculture at
the field level and to contribute to bridging the gap in SIF measurements
between ground and airborne/spaceborne scales. Diurnal SIF measure
ments at ground and field level were collected over potato and sugar
beet fields as case studies.
2. FluorSpec system
2.1. System design
The FluorSpec system is composed of a non-imaging hyperspectral
spectrometer (Ocean Insight QE-Pro), spectrometer optics, a simple USB
connected Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver, a laser
rangefinder sensor (LightWare SF11C), a Raspberry Pi data sink, custom
synchronization electronics, and a lithium polymer battery (3S,
500–1000 mA). Fig. 1 shows the technical details of the system. We
designed the FluorSpec to be mounted on board an octocopter UAV, but
it is basically a stand-alone set-up that can be installed on any platform
able to carry a 2.0 kg payload.
The QE-Pro is a compact, actively cooled, high-performance spec
trometer that weighs 1.15 kg. The spectrometer unit selected for Fluo
rSpec is configured to the wavelength range of 630–800 nm with a
spectral resolution of 0.3 nm (FWHM). The spectrometer observes light
through a bifurcated optical fibre, which has one tip connected to up
ward looking irradiance optics and the second one to downward looking
custom radiance optics (Fig. 1). The irradiance optics consist of an op
tical fibre mount, servo driven shutter, and a diffuser providing a nearLambertian field-of-view (FOV). Similarly, the downward looking
radiance optics consist of a fibre mount, a shutter, and an open “lens
tube” (Thorlabs SM05 series) restricting the spectrometer FOV to 25◦
opening angle. Optionally, also a simple lens can be installed on the lens
tube to limit the FOV to a narrower angle. With the servo-controlled
shutters the system can automatically switch between irradiance, radi
ance, and dark current measurement modes.
The system is controlled in real time by a Raspberry Pi 2 computer.
The control software of the FluorSpec is written in PHP as a customized
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the FluorSpec optics and photos of the system.

version of the Ocean Optics STS Dev Kit software. In measurement
mode, the FluorSpec repeats a loop where it measures a dark current
spectrum, an irradiance spectrum, and a radiance spectrum. Simulta
neously, it records the data streams from GNSS receiver and laser range
finder. These metadata define the system geographical position, provide
absolute timing, and provide an accurate above-ground altitude. To
output the data, the raw spectra, geo-location data and metadata are
written to a USB thumb drive as an ASCII file, which can then be postprocessed to final SIF data according to the processing steps described
in Section 2.3.

2.3.2. Atmospheric correction
The at-sensor irradiance and radiance must be converted to their topof-canopy equivalents by applying an atmospheric correction. Since SIF
accounts for less than 2% of the reflected radiance into the sensor and
the atmosphere under the measurement altitude distorts the observed
SIF signal, an atmospheric correction is critical for any accurate airborne
fluorescence measurements. In this study, SIF is retrieved using the
spectral region around the 760 nm O2-A absorption feature, where the
atmosphere has a high impact on the radiance. We used the MODerate
resolution atmospheric TRANsmission (MODTRAN) algorithm to simulate
the transmittance profile through the bottom 1 km of the atmosphere
around the 760 nm O2-A feature as sensed by a sensor with 0.1 nm
spectral resolution (Fig. 2). To simulate the atmospheric transmittance
of the bottom 1 km of atmosphere, standard MODTRAN parameters
(mid-latitude summer atmospheric profile, rural aerosol type, visibility
= 23 km, sensor altitude = 1 km, and default values for water column,
CO2 and ground temperature) (MODTRAN®, Spectral Sciences, Inc)
were used in the MODTRAN model.
To get a useful transmittance for a specific UAV altitude, the simu
lated transmittance can be converted to different thicknesses of the at
mosphere (T(d)) using the Beer-Lambert law:

2.2. Sensor calibration
Sensor calibration is required to produce absolute irradiance and
radiance values. In addition, the accuracy of the reflectance factors and
absolute values of reflected and fluorescent radiance are directly
dependent on the accuracy of the radiance sensor calibration. The
measured irradiance was calibrated using direct solar irradiance at sea
level. Since pairing of the measured spectrum accurately is hard, the
spectral resolutions of both sensors need to be the same to get a high
calibration accuracy. Therefore, a spectral smoothing function on both
spectra was performed by running a Gaussian averaging filter. After
that, the radiance sensor can be calibrated with the radiometric mea
surements from a white Spectralon panel (99%) and from the calibrated
irradiance sensor.

[ (
)] d
T(d) = T dref dref

(1)

where d is the distance light goes through the atmosphere (i.e. UAV

2.3. Processing chain
The processing chain is based on MATLAB (v2018b, Mathworks)
scripts, including steps for radiometric processing of spectra, merging
each spectrum, processing laser rangefinder and GPS data, atmospheric
correction, and SIF retrieval method.
2.3.1. Radiometric processing
As the ChF is a measurement in absolute radiance units, the first step
of the FluorSpec processing chain is to convert the acquired raw spectra
(digital numbers) to at-sensor irradiance (Wm− 2 nm− 1) and radiance
(Wm− 2 sr-1 nm− 1). This is done by removing the dark current (inter
polated from preceding and following measurement) and by multiplying
the digital number values with the radiometric calibration coefficient
per wavelength. Next, the at-sensor irradiance and radiance are con
verted to their top-of-canopy (TOC) equivalents by applying an atmo
spheric correction which is described in Section 2.3.2. Afterwards, to get
the TOC irradiance at the same time as the TOC radiance measurement,
preceding and following TOC irradiances are linearly interpolated to the
GPS time stamp of the corresponding TOC radiance measurement.

Fig. 2. The transmittance of the bottom 1 km of atmosphere around the 760 nm
O2-A absorption feature as simulated using MODTRAN.
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altitude above ground level), dref is the distance used in the simulation
(
)
(1 km), and T dref is the simulated transmittance.
If we consider only atmospheric transmittance, but no additive
scattering, the measured at-sensor radiance (Lsensor ) and irradiance
(Esensor ) can be converted to their TOC equivalents (Ltoc , Etoc ) using:
/
[ (
)] d
(2)
Ltoc (λ) = Lsensor (λ) T dref , λ dref
[ (
)] h
Etoc (λ) = (Esensor (λ) )* T dref , λ dref

known spectral shape component (lfl (λ)) and an unknown amplitude
component ( ̂
L fl ):

For convenience, we can decide to scale the shape component so that
[lfl (λ760nm ) = 1] and [ ̂
L fl = Lfl (λ760nm )].

Similarly, we need to split the reflectance factor of the target into a
known spectral shape component (rtarget (λ) and an unknown amplitude
̂ target ):
component ( R

(3)

To follow the assumption that the reflectance factor changes linearly
over the oxygen absorption feature, we must solve the reflectance factor
on both sides of it using equation:
Rtarget (λ) = π

2.3.3. The SIF retrieval method (SSA-FLD)
The Fraunhofer Line Discriminator (FLD) principle has long been
applied as the reference method to disentangle the SIF signal from the
reflectance signal (James and Plascyk, 1975; Moya et al., 2004; Plascyk
and Gabriel, 1975). The standard FLD-based approach utilizes two
spectral bands to estimate fluorescence around each of the oxygen ab
sorption features (O2-B at 687 nm and O2-A at 760 nm): one band inside
and one band outside the absorption feature. A fundamental assumption
of this method is that reflectance and fluorescence remain constant over
the absorption feature of interest. In our study, spectra were acquired
using the QE-pro spectrometer, which has an ultra-high spectral reso
lution (0.3 nm). To make full use of the spectral information within the
oxygen absorption regions, we apply a slightly adapted FLD-based
approach to retrieve SIF, called Spectral Shape Assumption FLD (SSAFLD). Different from FLD assumptions of constant reflectance and fluo
rescence over the absorption feature, SSA-FLD employs a linear function
to represent reflectance and a known shape of the fluorescence spectrum
to describe the chlorophyll fluorescence over the spectral region around
O2-A absorption feature, where the amount of incoming radiation is
more comparable to the fluorescence emission. The spectral fitting
method (SFM) is another advanced technique to retrieve the fluores
cence and reflected radiance from high spectral resolution radiance
observations (Mazzoni et al., 2012; Meroni et al., 2010). The method
relies on proper mathematical functions representing the surface
reflectance (e.g. linear, polynomial, or piecewise cubic splines func
tions) and the chlorophyll fluorescence (e.g. Lorentzian, Gaussian or
Voigt functions) within narrow spectral windows confined to the oxygen
absorption bands. Therefore, SSA-FLD can be regarded as a special case
of SFM. In a parallel study we compared the two methods, and they were
strongly linearly correlated (R2 = 0.99) and therefore we decided to
continue with SSA-FLD (results not shown).
The TOC radiance (Ltoc ) leaving the target can be written as a com
bination of the traditional reflected radiance and the fluorescence
radiance (Lfl ) components:

π

(6)

̂ target rtarget (λ)
Rtarget (λ) = R

where d is the distance between the target and the radiance sensor and h
is the above-canopy altitude of the irradiance sensor.
Using equations (2) and (3), we converted the at-sensor spectra to
their TOC equivalents. With the FluorSpec system, d is directly measured
by the laser rangefinder sensor. In downward looking measurements
using this same value works also as h.

1
Ltoc (λ) = Etoc (λ)R’ target (λ) + Lfl (λ)

(5)

L fl lfl (λ)
Lfl (λ) = ̂

Ltarget (λ)
Etoc (λ)

(7)

and then linearly interpolate the rtarget (λ)spectrum for all sampled
wavelengths in the gap area. In principle, at this stage we could solve
̂ target but by solving only the shape component now rtarget (λ) im
also R

̂ target and ̂
proves the retrieval accuracies of both R
L fl in the final solution
stage.
By inserting Equations (5) and (6) into Equation (4), we get:
1
̂ target rtarget (λ) + ̂
Ltoc (λ) = Etoc (λ) R
L fl lfl (λ)

π

(8)

which can be rearranged so that all wavelength-dependent components
(which are known) are separated from the non-wavelength-dependent
components (which are unknown):
(
(
)
)
Ltoc (λ)
̂ target Etoc (λ)rtarget (λ) + L
̂ fl
(9)
=R
lfl (λ)
πlfl (λ)
This is the main equation that SSA-FLD uses to solve the fluorescent
radiance from observations. The equation has two unknown parameters,
̂ target and ̂
R
L fl , which could be solved simply by using data points at two

̂ target and ̂
or more wavelengths. In a computer environment, the R
L fl are
solved best using the full spectral information over the oxygen absorp
tion band by writing the equation in matrix representation with wave
lengths incrementing horizontally in the matrix cells.
By filling the matrices with the spectra over the oxygen absorption
area (for example ± 5 nm), we can linearly solve the unknown param
eters by matrix division:
[
] M
1
̂ target ̂
(10)
R
L fl =
M2
where
[
Ltoc (λ1 )
,
M1 =
lfl (λ1 )
⎡

(4)

⎢
M2 = ⎣

where Etoc (λ) is the TOC incident irradiance hitting the target and R’target
is the apparent reflectance factor of the target without fluorescence ef
fects.
The only two unknown items in equation (4) are R’target (λ) and Lfl (λ).
To solve the fluorescent radiance component, the SSA-FLD model uses
two assumptions. Firstly, it assumes that the fluorescence follows a
known shape of the fluorescence spectrum and, secondly, that the
reflectance factor spectrum of the target object behaves linearly over the
used spectral region.
Thus, we split the chlorophyll fluorescent radiance (Lfl (λ)) into a

Ltoc (λ2 )
,
lfl (λ2 )

]

Etoc (λ1 )r(λ1 ) Etoc (λ2 )r(λ2 )
,
,
π lfl (λ1 )
πlfl (λ2 )
1,

(11)

⋯

1,

⎤
⋯⎥
⎦
⋯

After ̂
L fl has been solved, it can be converted to the full fluorescence
radiance spectrum (Lfl (λ)) using equation (5).
2.3.4. SIF normalization
The vegetation produces fluorescence relative to the amount of the
incident photosynthetically active radiation (PAR irradiance, EPAR ) in
energy units (μmol m− 2 s− 1), which designates the spectral range of solar
radiation from 400 to 700 nm. The variation in PAR absorbed by a
canopy caused by different illumination conditions for a closed canopy
4
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can be considered by normalizing SIF by incident PAR (Daumard et al.,
2012). Furthermore, the normalized SIF can provide more insights in the
effects of pigments, leaf area, leaf inclination and physiology to varia
tions of SIF (van der Tol et al., 2016). The normalized SIF only represents
the emission efficiency at the O2-A band (760 nm), and only in one solid
angle, therefore its unit is μm-1sr-1. Normalized SIF (SIFnormalized ) can be
expressed as
SIF normalized =

Lfl (760nm)
EPAR

grassland on the Campus of Wageningen University on April 19, 2018
(DOY 109) on a cloud-free sunny day. Measurements for the irradiance
sensor calibration were acquired at 12:40 pm Central European Time
(CET) for 4 min (Fig. 4a), with a tube on the top of the irradiance sensor
which pointed directly at the sun. In this manuscript all time indications
refer to CET. Only the raw irradiance data were used for irradiance
sensor calibration.
After the irradiance optics were calibrated, the calibration was
transferred to radiance optics using a white (99%) Spectralon panel.
FluorSpec radiance optics were placed at 25 cm height above the hori
zontal reference panel (13 × 13 cm), resulting in a 5.5 cm radius FOV
(Fig. 4b). Spectral data were collected at 12:50 and lasted 3 min with the
irradiance sensor pointing directly up towards the sky and the radiance
sensor pointing to the panel in nadir.
To assess the calibration accuracy, FluorSpec measurements were
acquired over bare soil on February 27, 2019 (DOY 58) for a cloudless
condition. Data were collected at 13:01, 13:11 and 13:18 for 2 min and
approximately 30 measurements were acquired every time.

(12)

3. Case studies
3.1. Study areas
There were two study sites in our case studies. The main study site
(study site 1) was located in the agricultural experimental research fields
of Unifarm, Wageningen University & Research (51.987◦ N, 5.652◦ E),
north to the city of Wageningen, the Netherlands. The second study site
(study site 2) was a grassland field on the Campus of Wageningen Uni
versity. The average altitude of the study areas is 7 m above mean sea
level. The mean annual precipitation is 568 mm and the mean annual
temperature is 10 ◦ C.
Within study site 1, several crops like sugar beets (Beta vulgaris L.,
variety Urselina) and potato (Solanum tuberosum L., variety Aventra)
were grown by using common field rotation practices (Fig. 3). One sugar
beet field (2.30 ha) and one potato field (1.22 ha) were selected as
experimental targets for both ground and UAV measurements. Sugar
beets grew in 2018 from April 19 (day of year (DOY): 109) to November
7 (DOY 311), and potato was planted on April 13, 2018 (DOY 103) and
harvested on August 28, 2018 (DOY 240). All observations with the
FluorSpec system took place under clear sky conditions while the can
opies of both crops were fully closed.

3.3. Ground measurements
3.3.1. FluorSpec measurements
Spectra over the potato canopy on July 23, 2018 (DOY 204) and the
sugar beet canopy on August 6, 2018 (DOY 218) were measured over the
full day. FluorSpec was installed at a fixed position 50 cm above the
canopies, resulting in a footprint of 22 cm. FluorSpec was kept station
ary acquiring measurements from nadir during the measuring day. The
measurements of potato and sugar beet plants started at approximately
the same time (8:28 and 8:16, respectively) and both finished at 17:06.
Raw spectral data, including irradiance, dark current and radiance
successively, were collected about every 25 min. Specifically, the time
interval in the morning was 20 min and in the afternoon was 30 min.
Each observation lasted 2–3 min and had 30–50 data records.

3.2. FluorSpec measurements for radiometric sensor calibration

3.3.2. FluorPen measurements
The PAR-FluorPen FP 110/D (PSI, Czech), hereinafter called Fluo
rPen, was used to obtain simultaneous measurements of variables
related to ChF. The FluorPen is a portable, battery-powered Pulse

The FluorSpec irradiance sensor was calibrated using the direct
component of solar irradiance as reference. Data for radiometric sensor
calibration were acquired with the FluorSpec mounted on a tripod over

Fig. 3. Location of the study site 1 at Unifarm of Wageningen University, Wageningen, the Netherlands. For each flight, there were 4 flight lines in a potato field (L1,
L2, L3, and L4) and 4 flight lines in a sugar beet field (L5, L6, L7, and L8). The arrows indicate the UAV flying directions over the fields.
5
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Fig. 4. The schematic diagrams of (a) irradiance sensor calibration, and (b) radiance sensor calibration. Spectra for the irradiance sensor calibration were acquired
with a tube on the top of the irradiance sensor pointing directly to the sun. Data for the radiance sensor calibration were acquired over a white (99%) Spectralon
panel in nadir.

wind speed was 2.48 m s− 1. Sunrise was at 6:00, solar noon at 13:43 and
sunset at 21:26. The FluorSpec was mounted below a DJI S1000 UAV
platform (DJI, China, Fig. 5), which is powered by 8 brushless electric
rotors that allow autonomous vertical take-off and landing, hovering
over a target and high manoeuvre ability during in-flight operations.
Flight missions were planned with a UGCS ground station, a dedicated
mission planning software that matches user observation requirements
and platform/payload technical parameters (i.e., flight altitude, flight
speed, sampled areas, overlapping, etc). The flight mission consisted of
27 waypoints over the two fields (Fig. 3). The UAV was programmed to
fly 15 m AGL with a horizontal speed of 3 m s− 1 from waypoint to
waypoint. In this configuration, the spectrometer sampled a circular
area with a diameter of 6.6 m on the ground for every measurement and
the sampling interval was 10.5 m. To follow the diurnal cycle, four
flights following a diurnal cycle were carried out at 9:45, 11:38, 14:15

amplitude-modulated fluorometer with leaf clips that enables quick and
precise measurement of chlorophyll fluorescence parameters and
incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, μmol m− 2 s− 1).
Photosystem II Quantum Yield (Qy) and PAR were measured simulta
neously while FluorSpec was collecting spectra diurnally. Three fully
expanded young leaves from plants 30 cm away from the FOV of Fluo
rSpec were randomly selected for the light adapted Qy measurements.
The FluorPen was placed horizontally to measure the incident PAR three
times per FluorSpec measurement interval.
3.4. UAV measurements
The FluorSpec was flown as a payload on a UAV over the study site 1
during clear sky conditions on August 2, 2018 (DOY 214). On that day,
the maximum air temperature was 31 ◦ C around 14:00 and the average

Fig. 5. DJI S1000 octocopter UAV platform with the FluorSpec mounted. “A” refers to the FluorSpec irradiance sensor and “B” refers to the radiance sensor.
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and 16:28. Each flight lasted around 12 min under clear blue sky and
stable light conditions. The acquired data were processed according to
the processing steps described in Section 2.3.
A Parrot Sequoia + was mounted to the DJI Mavic drone (DJI, China)
to collect multispectral measurements over the two crop fields around
11:00 on the same day (DOY 214). The Parrot Sequoia + is a multi
spectral camera with green, red, red-edge and near-infrared (NIR)
bands. The flight height was 60 m AGL and the flying speed was 5 m s− 1.
Data processing was done using the Pix4D software, including photo
alignment, digital surface model building, orthomosaic creation and
calculation of the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI).

Table 1
Overview of the descriptive statistics of bare soil SIF values measured on
February 27, 2019 (mWm–2 sr–1 nm− 1).

1

Measuring time

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

Standard deviation

13:01
13:11
13:18

− 0.009
− 0.009
− 0.022

− 0.110
− 0.086
− 0.088

− 0.056
− 0.053
− 0.050

0.0212
0.0181
0.0193

nm−

1

(Rascher et al., 2015; Garzonio et al., 2017).

4.3. Diurnal SIF and normalized SIF patterns at the ground level

4. Results

4.3.1. FluorPen PAR and FluorSpec PAR
FluorSpec PAR (Wm− 2) was calculated within the 630–700 nm in
terval from the diurnal canopy FluorSpec measurements of potato on
July 23, 2018, and of sugar beets on August 06, 2018. FluorPen PAR
(μmolm− 2 s− 1) was measured over the whole 400–700 nm interval
simultaneously with the diurnal FluorSpec measurements. Fig. 7 shows
the comparison between averaged FluorSpec PAR and averaged Fluo
rPen PAR. During the two experimental days, FluorPen PAR and

4.1. Radiometric and spectral characterization of the FluorSpec
The calibration result over the Spectralon panel is shown in Fig. 6a.
The irradiance curve had the same trend as the radiance curve, and their
difference in magnitude is almost constant over the 630–800 nm range.
There were four ranges where this difference varied: 654–659 nm,
686–697 nm, 717–734 nm, and 758–770 nm. The difference between
the irradiance and radiance curves was smallest at 760 nm (O2-A ab
sorption feature), followed by 687 nm (O2-B absorption feature). The
panel reflectance was nearly 1.0 within the 630–800 nm range. Some
spectral bands showed a large noise level, especially within 717–734 nm
and 758–770 nm. Even though the reflectance was evenly distributed
around 1.0, the peak reached 1.2 while the lowest value was approxi
mately 0.9 in the range of 758–770 nm.
Similarly, the spectral shape of bare soil radiance was analogous to
that of irradiance (Fig. 6b). However, the difference between them
became slightly smaller as wavelength increased from the red to the NIR
range, because bare soil reflectance increased gradually from 0.24 at
630 nm to 0.34 at 800 nm. The irradiance acquired over the Spectralon
panel was higher than that over bare soil because of different acquisition
dates (12:50 on April 19, 2018, and 13:11 on February 27, 2019,
respectively).
4.2. SIF retrievals in the O2-A band from a non-vegetation target
In this paper, we only report SIF at 760 nm (O2-A band) that corre
sponds to fluorescence emission in the far-red region because in the
wider O2-A absorption band this fluorescence flux is easier to quantify
than in the O2-B absorption band. To assess the ability of SSA-FLD to
retrieve SIF, SIF of bare soil was calculated from collected raw FluorSpec
data. SIF values were all close to zero, but slightly negative (Table 1).
Vegetation SIF values usually fall in a range of − 0.15 ~ 3 mWm-2sr-

Fig. 6. Calibrated irradiance (Wm− 2), radiance (Wm−
February 27, 2019 (b).

2

Fig. 7. The linear relations between FluorSpec PAR (Wm− 2) and Fluorpen PAR
(μmolm− 2 s− 1) for potato on July 23, 2018 (DOY 2014) (green dots) and for
sugar beet on August 06, 2018 (DOY 218) (red dots). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

sr− 1) and reflectance over a white (99%) Spectralon panel on April 19, 2018 (a) and a bare soil sample on
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FluorSpec PAR had a strong linear relation, with high R2 (0.99).
Therefore, it can be concluded that incident PAR can be calculated with
FluorSpec irradiance measurements within the 630–700 nm range to
normalize SIF. Therefore, EPAR used to normalize SIF was calculated as:
(
)/
EPAR = 3.91*PARFluorSpec − 135 4.56
(13)

4.4. Diurnal dynamics of UAV-based SIF
Maps of SIF acquired from the UAV platform over the two selected
crop fields clearly show novel information on plant structure and
function (Fig. 11). SIF performed differently in different fields at the
same time. For instance, at 11:38, SIF in the potato field (towards the
south) changed over a larger range from 0.23 to 1.42 mWm-2sr-1nm− 1,
while for sugar beets (towards the north) it varied from 0.51 to 1.34
mWm− 2 sr-1nm− 1. Some areas had fluorescence values close to zero, e.g.
the senescent potato areas covered by the 4th flight line (L4 in Fig. 11).
The lower SIF (blue points) was consistent with low NDVI values in the
potato field (particularly the headlands). Large variation could be
observed within the same field. For the 2nd flight at 11:38, SIF from
different flight lines shows clear variations either in potato or sugar beet
fields. In the potato field, L1 has consistently the highest fluorescence
values reaching 1.42 mWm− 2 sr− 1 nm− 1, whereas the maximum value of
L2 was 1.05 mWm− 2 sr-1 nm− 1 (Fig. 11). Furthermore, SIF was observed
to be highly variable within the same flight line. For example, L2 of the
2nd flight within the potato field ranged from 0.35 to 1.06 mWm− 2 sr− 1
nm− 1.
Clear diurnal cycles of SIF in the two fields were shown by comparing
the four maps over the day. The overall SIF went up in the morning and
went down in the afternoon, which is in line with SIF diurnal cycles at
the canopy level (Fig. 8). SIF values at 9:44 and at 16:28 were lower than
those at 11:38 and 14:45. SIF performed similarly in the 2nd and 3rd
flights as their observing times were both close to solar noon when the
incoming radiation was highest. This is different from the diurnal per
formance of potato SIF at the ground level, where SIF around 11:40 was
higher than that around 14:00.

Division by a factor of 4.56 (Sager and McFarlane, 1997) was used to
convert the FluorPen unit of EPAR into Wm− 2.
4.3.2. Diurnal SIF cycles
The spectral and radiometric characteristics of the FluorSpec system
(Fig. 6) and the good performance of SSA-FLD (Table 1) allow the
quantification of SIF at 760 nm. Fig. 8 shows the diurnal cycles of SIF
values of potato and sugar beet canopies, which were measured at
regular intervals on July 23, 2018 and August 06, 2018, respectively. SIF
exhibited a pronounced diurnal pattern with the highest average values
measured close to midday. Potato SIF increased quickly till it reached
the highest value around 12:30, and in the afternoon potato SIF expe
rienced a sharp decline (Fig. 8a). In comparison, in Fig. 8b, SIF values of
the sugar beet crop increased slowly until approximately 12:30. Inter
estingly, sugar beet SIF decreased gradually in the early afternoon unlike
potato, but afterwards it went down steeply (Fig. 8b). Both the range and
the variations in SIF of potato were larger than those of sugar beets,
despite their similar SIF diurnal patterns. PAR from FluorSpec on both
days had clear diurnal patterns. PAR increased in the morning and
peaked around local noon (around 13:30 pm) (Fig. 8). Afterwards, PAR
decreased. For both crops, the peaks of SIF values appeared earlier than
those of PAR.
4.3.3. Diurnal normalized SIF
The normalized SIF was calculated at 760 nm with PAR, which was
calculated using the FluorSpec PAR-based linear model that was intro
duced in Section 4.3.1 (Fig. 7). The diurnal changes of SIFnormalized are
shown in Fig. 9a, b. The graphs show that there was a steady decrease in
SIF normalized values of both crops during the day. Overall, SIFnormalized
values of potatoes were lower than those of sugar beets. FluorPen Qy
was compared to assess the reliability of SIFnormalized (Fig. 10a, b). Qy
indicates the quantum yield of linear electron flux through the Photo
system II (PSII) reaction centres, which can be used to represent the PSII
operating efficiency under different environmental conditions (Baker,
2008). In this study, FluorPen Qy was measured in light-adapted leaf
samples. Both potato and sugar beet crops showed significant positive
correlations between SIF normalized and Qy in Fig. 10. Potatoes had a higher
correlation than sugar beets, with R2 values of 0.81 and 0.63,
respectively.

5. Discussion
This study introduced a UAV-based fluorescence measuring system,
FluorSpec, whose measurements can be used as a proxy for crop
photosynthesis and stress occurring in crops both at the ground and the
field level. Some earlier studies have shown the potential of UAV
mounted systems to measure SIF with a non-imaging spectrometer
(Bendig et al., 2019; Garzonio et al., 2017; MacArthur et al., 2014).
Compared with these studies, the current study has two advantages.
First, the FluorSpec FOV is 25◦ , which is larger than that of the systems
used in the above-mentioned literature (largest FOV of 15◦ ). Optionally,
FluorSpec can be mounted with fore optics, reducing the FOV to any
narrower opening angle. As Gautam et al. (2018) pointed out, increasing
the FOV can compensate the footprint area loss and increase the signal
strength. Thus, the 25◦ FOV provides stable and reliable signals. No

Fig. 8. Diurnal dynamics of SIF and PAR for potato on July 23, 2018 (DOY 204) (a) and for sugar beet on August 06, 2018 (DOY 218) (b). Each value represents
mean SIF and mean PAR values collected at this time.
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Fig. 9. Diurnal patterns of the normalized SIF by EPAR (SIF normalized ) over potatoes (a) and sugar beets (b). SIF normalized values were multiplied by 100. Each box with
whiskers represents all SIF normalized calculated using SIF values acquired during the measuring time.

Fig. 10. Relationships between averaged normalized SIF (SIF normalized ) and FluorPen Photosystem II Quantum Yield (Qy) for potatoes (a) and for sugar beets (b).
SIF normalized values were multiplied by 100.

Fig. 11. Performance of SIF in potato and sugar beet fields based on UAV measurements as obtained on August 02, 2018 (DOY 214) over the experimental area in
Wageningen, the Netherlands. L1, L2, L3, and L4 were flight lines over the potato field and L5, L6, L7, and L8 were over the sugar beet field. The basemap shows NDVI
values derived from a Sequoia + multi-spectral image.
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matter what flight mode is applied, e.g., stop and go (hovering) or
continuous mapping, FluorSpec SIF signals can provide a better under
standing of crop photosynthetic performance due to the larger footprint.
In our study, the continuous mapping flight mode was applied and
enabled us to have more insights into SIF performance of larger areas
within and between fields. Secondly, the atmosphere between the sensor
and target affects airborne SIF retrieval (Damm et al., 2014) and adds
uncertainties in SIF observations even at short distances of 10 m such as
tower and UAV observations (Sabater et al., 2018). In our study, at
mospheric correction was applied to FluorSpec measurements, which
increases the reliability of the SIF retrieval.

result, most incoming sunlight could not be processed in photochemical
ways and was emitted as heat. To further reduce water vapor loss, crop
leaves wilted, and PAR absorption decreased. The energy used to emit
fluorescence was out of sync with incoming irradiance acquired by the
FluorSpec upward sensor. Another possible reason could be the short
sensor-target distance. The FluorSpec was positioned 50 cm above both
crop canopies and as a result covered a 22 cm-diameter circular area.
The close distance could have made the SIF signal vulnerable to the solar
zenith angle and BRDF effects. The small footprint also only allowed SIF
acquisition over a limited canopy area, which could be affected by leaf
inclination angle, canopy structure, soil background, and the plant
shadow caused by the direct sunlight around solar noon.
In this study, PAR from the FluorPen is not ideal for SIF normaliza
tion for the following two reasons. Firstly, the starting time of the Flu
orSpec and PAR FluorPen measurements is slightly different, resulting in
differences between the acquired incoming irradiance. Secondly, Fluo
rPen measurements may not be always available due to the experimental
purposes and set-ups, for example, when many other parameters need to
be acquired at the same time with FluorPen. Therefore, FluorSpec data
was used to model FluorPen PAR using the equation in Fig. 7. For both
crops, SIF normalized decreased during the measuring period (Fig. 9). At the
middle of the morning, although the ChF emission increases with PAR
(Fig. 8), normalized SIF strongly decreased because the stressed plant
was not able to cope with the increasing light intensity. This decrease
indicates that most of the incoming sunlight was not used for photo
synthesis, which is consistent with observations in other work (AmorosLopez et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2018). According to Amoros-Lopez et al.
(2008), in their study the fluorescence yield rose again in the late eve
ning after 17:00, matching the decrease in the light intensity. In our
study, the field experiments ended around 17:00 when the plants were
still suffering from the heat wave and NPQ remained active. Although
having similar declining trends, normalized SIF values of potatoes were
lower than those of sugar beets. This could be caused by the different
canopy structure (e.g., leaf angles and leaf size), physiological factors
(different growth stages), or the combination of these or more factors.
Since SIF represents a small amount of the radiance measured by the
sensor, small differences in these factors can result in different perfor
mances of SIF and SIF normalization. Further research is needed to
determine main reasons. The Photosystem II Quantum Yield (Qy)
measured with the Fluorpen was used to validate the normalized SIF.
The resulting high R2 (0.81 for potatoes and 0.63 for sugar beets, Fig. 10)
for the relationship between Qy and SIFnormalized shows that SIF
normalized by PAR modeled from FluorSpec irradiance is a good indi
cator of crop photosynthesis. For sugar beets, the relationship between
SIFnormalized and Qy from 14:00 and 16:00 was seriously off and under the
regression line (Fig. 10). One possible explanation could be that the
physiological response to the high light intensity and drought stress at
the leaf level is different for different crops. For example, in the early
afternoon, leaves of stressed sugar beet plants wilted more obviously
than the stressed potato leaves. In addition, compared with potato
plants, there were fewer sugar beet leaves in the FluorSpec footprint due
to the larger size of sugar beet leaves. The FluorSpec captured SIF from
fewer individual leaves compared to potato, which were less represen
tative for the canopy SIF.

5.1. The performances of radiometric correction and SSA-FLD
The white Spectralon panel and bare soil show the expected spectral
behaviour after radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction
(Fig. 6a, b). In the spectral range from 630 to 800 nm, the reflectance of
the white panel was constant while the reflectance of bare soil increased
from 0.24 to 0.34. This demonstrates that the FluorSpec system was well
calibrated and provided realistic reflectance values at very high spectral
resolution. SIF of bare soil shows very small negative values close to zero
(Table 1), indicating no fluorescence as should be. The negative SIF
values from non-vegetation targets have also been observed in other
studies (Alonso et al., 2008; Damm et al., 2014; Garzonio et al., 2017;
Pinto et al., 2016). For example, Alonso et al. (2008) found that SIF
values retrieved from bare soil by the iFLD method, one of the most
popular methods to provide reasonable fluorescence values, were also
negative and most of them varied from − 0.25–0 mWm− 2 sr− 1 nm− 1.
Negative SIF values could result from the combined effects of sensor
noise and the retrieval assumption of a known shape of the fluorescence
spectrum over vegetation, whereas this assumption is not suitable for
non-vegetation targets (bare soil). The similar performance of SSA-FLD
shows its capability to separate SIF from reflectance.
In the future, the measured SIF values over canopies as obtained with
FluorSpec need to be validated by comparing them with a wellcalibrated system like the airborne HyPlant system as a reference. A
special campaign has been defined for this.
5.2. Diurnal cycles of ground-based SIF and SIF normalized
Our results are in agreement with findings of previous studies
(Rascher et al., 2015; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2016): (i) crop SIF values are
in the range of 0 to 3 mW m− 2 sr− 1 nm− 1, both at the ground level and at
the UAV level; (ii) SIF increased in the morning and decreased in the
afternoon, which is mainly driven by PAR. As illustrated, for both potato
and sugar beet crops, the peak of SIF occurred about an hour earlier than
that of PAR (Fig. 8). There are three possible explanations for this. One
explanation is that the incoming irradiance was high around 12:30 and
light energy absorption already might have exceeded the capacity for
light utilization in photosynthesis, in which case photoinhibition would
be triggered. Excess of absorbed light energy was dissipated into heat by
nonphotochemical chlorophyll fluorescence quenching (NPQ), which is
the primary mechanism to dissipate the absorbed energy when light
intensity is high. Secondly, the summer of 2018 brought a heatwave to
the Netherlands, therefore there was increased heat stress and drought.
The maximum temperatures were 30 ◦ C and 32 ◦ C on July 23, 2018
(DOY 204) and August 6, 2018 (DOY 218), respectively. The enzymes of
the Calvin cycle involved in the carbon assimilation system are heat
labile. For example, Rubisco activase, which affects Rubisco activity, is
very sensitive to the elevated temperature. Thus, the carbon fixation
process is sensitive to elevated temperature and gets strongly inhibited
by heat stress (Berry and Bjorkman 1980). In addition, stressed by
drought, the crops had to close leaf stomata to prevent water vapor loss.
Since stomata act as a gateway for water and CO2, their closure limits the
transport of CO2 into leaves for use in carbon fixation and consequently
affects the electron transport chain in light-dependent reactions. As a

5.3. Diurnal cycles of UAV-based SIF
The value range and the diurnal cycle of UAV-based SIF proves the
feasibility of the FluorSpec system to acquire SIF at the field level. The
value range of FluorSpec SIF in the O2-A band (Fig. 11) is in a strong
agreement with those from other UAV-based and airborne systems,
which varies between 0 and 3 mWm− 2 sr− 1 nm− 1 depending on the
characteristics of different target surfaces (Bendig et al., 2019; Garzonio
et al., 2017; Rascher et al., 2015). Like SIF at the ground level, SIF
derived from a UAV platform showed clear diurnal patterns both in a
potato field and a sugar beet field. This further confirms the ability of a
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UAV platform to capture SIF changes diurnally at a low attitude. How
ever, at the field level, potato SIF values from the 1st flight at 11:38 were
slightly higher but close to those from the 3rd flight at 14:15, which was
different from potato SIF changes at the ground level. This mismatch
could be caused by the spatial scales. This is because that, at the ground
level, the canopy structure within in the FluorSpec footprint, the solar
zenith angle and the BRDF effect had a stronger influence on SIF values
and its changes.
SIF of potato plants varied more than that of sugar beets (Fig. 11).
This could be a physiological difference, because the two crops were at
different growing stages. Sugar beet was still growing in the 2018 survey
period and had a dense fully mature canopy in late summer 2018.
However, potatoes already approached senescence during the time of
observation (beginning of August 2018). Despite the still green leaf
material and a dense vegetation cover, the growing conditions of potato
plants were less uniform compared to the sugar beet plants.

5.5. Ways to improve the data quality of the UAV-based FluorSpec
This point-measuring UAV spectroscopy system can be improved in
three aspects. First, a good flight mission plays a key role in improving
SIF retrieval accuracy by acquiring high-quality data. Thus, the inputs
into the ground station, such as the flight height and flight speed, should
be carefully considered while designing the flight mission. For example,
Garzonio et al. (2017) found that the lower flying altitude (10 m AGL)
allows retrieving fluorescence in absolute units and a high-flying UAV
setup (20 m AGL) enables the radiometric signal sampled during
repeated measurements to be less subject to small changes of the plat
form location, roll and pitch angles. The decision of feasible flying pa
rameters should take the scientific question and objective into account.
Secondly, pairing the FluorSpec with a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK)
enabled GNSS IMU device and installing the system on a stabilized
gimbal could potentially improve the georectification accuracy down to
centimetre-level positioning. Thirdly, a co-registered RGB camera can
help to identify the footprint centre of the point measurements. RGB
images can be processed by the Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm
(Westoby et al., 2012), which enables the reconstruction of the UAV
orientation information (pitch and roll angles). RGB images can also
support a visual identification of targets within the footprints and
improve the understanding of SIF performance.

5.4. Limitations at the UAV level
Although the UAV-based FluorSpec system can capture the SIF signal
and bridge the spatial gap with airborne SIF, some aspects of the study
remain challenging. First, accurately geolocating the footprint of Fluo
rSpec measurements is a challenge. This is a common problem for UAVbased point observations. An example is the study of MacArthur et al.
(2014), in which their UAV platform not only lacked positioning and
orientation of sensors but also the associated geometric processing
workflow for an accurate ground projection of the spectroradiometer’s
FOV. UAV movements like pitch and roll caused variations of the foot
print areas sampled by the non-imaging spectrometer at the ground
(Garzonio et al., 2017). Similarly, Bendig et al. (2019) pointed out that it
is challenging to obtain the weak SIF signal from a UAV-based QE-Pro
spectrometer. In their study, the footprints between repetitive UAV
flights spatially misaligned, which was also the case in our study. From
Fig. 11 we can see that flight lines did not always overlap perfectly and
there was a recognizable spatial variation in the SIF values. One reason
is that the flights were conducted without gimbal mounted to the UAV.
The movements of the UAV (roll, yaw, and pitch) change the pointing
directions of the two optics, resulting in non-nadir point observations.
Also, the absence of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) made it less
feasible to correct drone movements. The GPS sensors both on the drone
and the FluorSpec sensor were not free of positioning errors, and thereby
increased the uncertainty of the measurement locations.
In addition, the lean of the system caused by the UAV in-flight
movements would also influence the downwelling irradiance measure
ments (Bendig et al., 2018, 2019), since the irradiance cosine corrector
was not mounted on a gimbal. According to Bendig et al. (2019), when
the flying speed is 2–3 m s− 1 or even lower in low wind conditions (<5.6
m s− 1), there is less need for motion correction. In our case, the flying
speed was 3 m s− 1 and the wind speed during the flights was less than
5.3 m s− 1. Therefore, in this study we ignored the influence from the
system tilt on the irradiance. To address this problem in future studies,
irradiance measurements taken before and after the flights can be
averaged to replace the in-flight irradiance, since the flights are con
ducted under clear sky weather conditions. Alternatively, on a windless
day, the tilting can average out over all the flight lines, and in that case
the average of all irradiance spectra over the whole flight can be used.
Another drawback is that no validation data for the UAV-based SIF
were available. We only have one QE-pro spectrometer and it was not
feasible to collect ground-based and UAV-based field level SIF mea
surements at the same time or immediately after the flights as four
flights were carried out within a day. As stated before, the UAV-based
SIF values over canopies will be validated in a follow-up study by
comparing it with a well-calibrated reference system, like the airborne
HyPlant system.

5.6. Suggestions on improving SIF comparison with other studies
Technical advantages of UAVs include the capability for highly
customized deployments, quick response and turn-around for planning
and investigation (Mohammed et al., 2019). Currently, more efforts are
being invested in this research topic. For different UAV-based fluores
cence measuring systems, protocols to acquire good and comparable
measurements are necessary. This would allow testing different systems,
combining data from different sensors (e.g., AirSIF, FluorSpec and
HyUAS), and comparing SIF observations from different spatial scales
with airborne SIF. According to our knowledge, some points can be
added to the protocols. First, good and similar weather conditions are
key to compare SIF values, since the SIF signal is weak and vulnerable to
weather changes. Secondly, SIF is highly dynamic and sensitive, and
thus a similar take-off time increases the reliability of the comparison.
For instance, solar noon is a good time, as it can reduce the impact of
solar angles. Thirdly, the flight pattern is also important. The two main
flight modes are a hovering pattern and a continuous flying pattern. To
obtain reliable data, the same flight mode should be applied all the time.
In addition, a well-equipped UAV-based SIF measuring system is needed
for an accurate geo-location of SIF measurements, e.g., with a gimbal
and an IMU installed if possible.
6. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the system set-up and the processing chain
of a novel UAV-based system, FluorSpec, to measure SIF at the O2-A
band for different crops at a low flying altitude. FluorSpec can collect
high spectral resolution data, repeatedly over time, providing strong
support for novel scientific approaches in monitoring crop photosyn
thetic activities and growth conditions (e.g., heat stress and drought
stress), for instance within the context of precision agriculture. Within
this application field it can be considered a flexible, low-cost system
with clear potential.
The FluorSpec can acquire reliable spectral measurements after
radiometric sensor calibration. The near-zero SIF values from the nonfluorescence emitting bare soil confirmed SSA-FLD’s capability of dis
entangling the fluorescence signal from canopy reflectance. Groundbased SIF over potato and sugar beet canopies exhibited obvious
diurnal patterns, and their differences demonstrated that SIF varied
depending on the crop types. These differences could also be seen in the
diurnal changes of the normalized SIF, the reliability of which was
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indicated by the good correlation with Qy. The fact that SIF is dominated
by incoming irradiance but also influenced by other factors (e.g. heat
stress) was further supported by the differences of diurnal SIF and PAR
patterns and the decreasing trend of the normalized SIF. The great po
tential of a UAV platform to obtain SIF information at a low flying
altitude and to combine this with airborne SIF products was proven by
the reasonable value range of SIF at the field scale and the pronounced
temporal dynamics of both studied crops. The variations shown in the
same flight mainly due to the crop species, growth status and spatial
heterogeneity were consistent with previous studies, which shows that
the UAV-based FluorSpec system is a reliable system to measure actual
SIF values.
In conclusion, the FluorSpec system, equipped with a cost-effective
non-imaging instrument aboard a UAV, contributes to exploring crop
SIF and photosynthetic activities in precision farming and upscaling the
SIF measuring from the ground level to the field level by providing ac
curate, high resolution and flexible spectral measurements.
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